Emerging technologies in therapeutic ultrasound: thermal ablation to gene delivery.
Ultrasound is used today in medicine as a modality for diagnostic imaging. Recently, there have been numerous reports on the application of thermal and nonthermal ultrasound energy for treating various diseases. In addition to thermal ablation of tumors, non-thermal ultrasound combined with drugs and genes have led to much excitement especially for cancer treatment, vascular diseases, and regenerative medicine. Ultrasound energy can enhance the effects of thrombolytic agents such as urokinase for treatment of stroke and acute myocardial infarction. New ultrasound technologies have resulted in advanced devices such as a) ultrasound catheters, b) Non-invasive methods as high intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) in conjunction with MRI and CT is already being applied in the clinical field, c) Chemical activation of drugs by ultrasound energy for treatment of tumors is another new field recently termed "Sonodynamic Therapy", and d) Combination of genes and microbubble have induced great hopes for ideal gene therapy (sonoporation). Various examples of ultrasound combined modalities are under investigation which could lead to revolutionary therapy.